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SU ! V1ARY 

The purpose of this thesis is to present a solution 

to the problem of English spelling; herein I have shown the 

reasoning which led me to the development of the practica1 phonetic 

system herein exposed. The reasoning is divided into three parts: 

(a) analysis of the faults of' the present system, (b) possibilities 

and suggestions for correction, and (c) choosing a practical and 

simple scheme. 
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A P CTICAL ENGLI H PHONETIC S.eELLI JG SYSTE '/1 

A STATE OF DISORD~R. 

The inconsistency of English spelling has lont:, been a source of 

mental perplexity to the novice and, to the veteran, a source 01' perpetual 

irritation. In Shakespeare's time, conforJ.tity in spelling was unheurd of, 

and a man was at liberty to transcribe his words as tLe so desired. Ever 

------------------ since tne publication of' Ben Johnson's well-known , , 
~ eve 
: h2.re 
~ ~vent 
~ end 

old 
odd 
orb 
soft 

~ sil~nt connect 
1 

dictionary, scholars have sought uniformity in the 

English system of bpellin~ . Today, we have unifor ity 

in spelling in that mos words lave a definite spell-
: Plate 1. , 
,------------______ 1 ing, be it lot, ical or not. Yet, l'ro the P lonvtic 

point of view, English spelling is in a state of extreme disorder. T:nese 

inconsistencies may well be illust r& ted by a man by the name of Turner, who 

claimed that he had a perfect right to spell his name "Phtholognyrrh," since 

;\ 
"mur .1I 

HAT IS "iRa G '/ ITH Er . LISH PELLING'? 

The two faults of English spelling are (1) that one s~bol may 

represent a host of different sounds (see Plate 1) and (2) that one sound 

is represented by more than one symbol (see late 2). The obvious remedy 

T--- - ---.---- I for this chaotic s~tuation would be to develop a system 
I , 

\ b~d : 
: heed : 

in which every sound would be represented yY one symbol. 

: eve : 
: am~ba : 
: machine : 
: seize ; 

Spanish and Italian al~ost satisfy this condition, and 

there is no reason why ~nglish could not be made to do the 

: siege t 
I , same. However, a many-sided problem arises when one com-
: Plate 2. l , ____ .... __ - _____ 1 

mences to prescribe the method for a refor~ of the system 

of spelling of the En lish lan ·uage. 
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1,~ lODS OF REFOIDIl. 

SIl'lP IFIED PELLI G SYS1'Efl. dany unsystematic individuals 

believe that words should be IIwritten just like they sound. 1I ugges.tions 

have been made to modify the present system to make it so eWhat more logical, 

dropp i...'1g silent lie's, II replacing "phil by IIf,lI ,-----------------------____ , 

~ commutator: komntater ~ 
and similar simplifications. This idea merits ~ dividable: drvi~b'l ~ 

I A. ~ I 
: thereafter: rafter: 

little consideration} as there would still re- : naturalism: n~\y~m : 
I I 

main phonetic irregularities. If there is to I Plate 3· l 
,--------------------------, 

be a reform, it should be an accurate., scientific improvement. 

\ EBSTER' S YSTEr. Using a system of orthography such as that of 

ebster, ambiguity and inconsistency could be reduced to nil. scheme of 

this type would be most accurate, to be sure; but the unwieldy diacritical 

marks render the system totally impractical for everyday use by the ordinary 

individual. Reading and writing would be qQite difficult, and the jobs of 

,-----------------, 
I S I : as in !hort : 
~ ~ as in lump : 
: if as in chap ~ 
: 'J as in s igg ; 
: M as in whim I 
, I 

I ~late 4. I 
1 ______ -----______ ' 

typing and typesetting would be onerous. ome of the 

complications might be imagined from late 3. 

THE INTERNATION L PHONETIO A - BET. 

Ihy not invent additional new symbols and discard the 

diacritical marks? Following this suggestion, the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (I. P. A.) might be employed. There are in 

English about forty fundamental sounds; consequently, an alphabet of about 

forty letters would satisfy t.he conditions. Here again., the scheme seems 

satisfactory until its practicability is considered. All of the present type 

would be immediately antiquated, and new type would become a necessity. All 

typewriters would have to be remodeled, working a tremendous hardship on 

typists. Such machines wou.ld be quite unwieldy, for adding about fiI' teen 

new characters to a machine would make any stenographer shudder. The cost 



-,-
of such an undertaking would be pheDomenal and prohibitive. In Plate 4 are 

shown some of the additional symbols of the, I . P. A. 

A PRACTICAL SYSTEM . During the past several years, I have been 

developing a system of practical phonetic transcription which I feel is worthy 

of consideration. It employs twenty-seven letters--thos8 of the present 

J-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I I 

: V.owels : Diphthongs: t as in tot n as in net : 
~ ¢ a8 in feet oi as in bite g as in gig j as in ~et : 
: i as in flt ci as in soil k as in kick : 
~ q as in b~t qi as in bate f as in fife Oompound Oonsonants: : 
: a as in f~t cu as in boat v as in valve ah as in ship : 
~ 0 as in ~t iu as in mUSic z as in fizz zh as in a~ure : 
I I 
I C as in l~st ou as in house s as in ~auce th as in thin , 
; u as in p~t W as in wall dh as in this ; 
: y as in food Consonants: h as in hall ng as in Sing : 
; x as in b~t b a8 in bib r as in red hw as in what : 
I I I 
I e a6 in around p as in pop 1 as in led tsh as in choice I 
I d . dlo' d • t I I as lon m as loU me dzh as in iaw I 
I I 
I I 
a Plate 5 . I 
I I 
I I 

,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
alphabet and, in addition, the symbol "¢ .II No capital letters are used , thus 

eliminating rules for capitalization and need for two types of letters. ~ 

1 8tt8~8 . Each fundamental English sound is represented by one letter or a 

combination of letters, thus attaining a simple, consistent system. The system 

is presented in Plate 5 , and in Plate 6 is shown the transcription of Joyce 

1 ilmer' 6 uTrees. n 

THE ADOPTIa OF THE PRACTICAL' SYSl'E~/ ' 

Why is ~his system superior to those already mentioned? Why is 

the system practical? ~hat are its advantages? First of alll the system is 

phonetiC, reasonably accurate for practical purposes , and employs only twenty-

seven symbols . No capital letters are us ed, thus eliminating the evils of 

) capitalization, as well as those of spelling. The system is entirely free 
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from confusing diacritical marks. Typewriters and type would not have to be 

changed, causing no confusion or expense. 

Immediately" difficulties begin to present themselves. Vill not 

the change be difficult and confusing? ~ ill not present writings become 

antiquated, like those of Ohaucer and Bede? Perhaps the easiest way to an-

swer is to cite the case of Turkey. Turkey accomplished a sirnilar change in 

1------~------~~----~---~-------------~--T 1928, going from the old rabic " I 

I I 
I t~z I 
I l' I 

\ oi thingk dhat oi shal nqver s¢ : 
script symbols to the Roman 

: e pcuem lxvli az e tr¢, : 
~ e tr¢ hyz hxnggri mouth iz prqst : 
~ egqntst dh¢ erths swet flcuing brqst, : 
: e tr¢ dhat luks at god cl dqi : 
~ and lifts her l¢fi ormz ttl prqi; : 
: e tr¢ dhat mqi in sxmer wqr ~ 
: e nqst ev robenz in her hqr; : 
~ XpCD hyz buzem sncu haz lqin; ~ 

characters, a transition far more 

diff icult than that which I am 

suggesting. Their transition 

seelIled difficult at first, but 

! hy intemetli livz with rqin. : 
: pcuemz or mqid boi fylz loik m¢, : 
: bxt cunli god kan mqik e tr¢. : 
: --dzhcia kilmer . , 

: Plate 6. . I 
I ______ ------------------------~----______ I 

the change was well worth the 

effort. 

I hope the day will 

come when a system, such as that 

which I have proposed, will be realized. Day by day, things in the world 

about us are being streamlined, being map.e more standard, being made more 

scientific. Let us, then, see that the streamlining of t he English spelling 

system will become a reality. 
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